Abstract-Bionic soft robots offer exciting perspectives for more flexible and safe physical interaction with the world and humans. Unfortunately, their hardware design often prevents analytical modeling, which in turn is a prerequisite to apply classical automatic control approaches. On the other hand, also modeling by means of learning is hardly feasible due to many degrees of freedom, high-dimensional state spaces and the softness properties like e.g. mechanical elasticity, which cause limited repeatability and complex dynamics. Nevertheless, the realization of basic control modes is important to leverage the potential of soft robots for applications. We therefore propose a hybrid approach combining classical and learning elements for the realization of an interactive control mode for an elastic bionic robot. It superimposes a low-gain feedback control with a feed-forward control based on a learned simplified model of the inverse dynamics which considers only equilibria of the robot's dynamics. We demonstrate on the Bionic Handling Assistant how a respective inverse equilibrium model can be learned and effectively exploited for quick and agile control. In a second step, the control scheme is extended to an active compliant control mode. It implements a kind of gravitation compensation to allow for kinesthetic teaching of the robot based on the implicit knowledge of gravitational and mechanical forces that are encoded in the learned equilibrium model. We finally discuss that this control scheme may be implemented also on other soft robots to provide the avenue towards their applications in general manipulation tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, an increasing number of soft robots have surfaced in various forms and fields. In their development, researchers have been driven by various motivations. Bioroboticists, for instance, utilize the "understanding by building" approach which is well established in order to complement experimental and theoretical work on biological mechanisms. Prominent examples include artificial salamanders [1] , hexapods [2] , snakes [3] , worms [4] , octopus [5] , or smaller quadrupeds [6] . In a similar vein, researchers have build humanoid robots like [7] , [8] , or [9] with the background motivation to understand the role of embodiment in cognition [10] and human-like motor behavior [11] . All the mentioned approaches share the explicit or implicit interest to investigate the interplay of morphology and computation, most prominently phrased under the notion of morphological computation [12] . On the other hand, there is an increasing interest from several application fields in soft robotics. From the perspective of safe human-robot interaction, intrinsically safe and fully passive compliant soft-robot platforms like the Bionic Handling Assistant (BHA, [13] , see Fig. 1 ) or components like a soft skin [14] are being developed. Yet another very exciting thread of application-driven research on unusual, flexible and soft mechanism originates from the development of novel micro-invasive medical instruments [15] , [16] , [17] , which have morphologies very similar to that of a worm or the mentioned elephant trunk. Such instruments are ment to bend inside the body when moved towards the hot spot of a surgery. These platforms share the experimental mechanics and actuation designs, where kinematic or dynamic models are hardly available and often have to be approximated, e.g. for the BHA [18] . Typically, standard methods of model-based automatic control cannot be applied easily. But also learning methods are not easy to apply. The main reason is that soft-mechanisms often involve high-dimensional actuation with heavy redundancy, have slow and complex mechanical dynamics often including hysteresis, and exhibit long control delays. Problems for holistic learning approaches thus include that exploration suffers from the curse of dimensionality and simulations are not available again for the lack of models. The generation of training examples from the robot itself is difficult and costly, because the mechanism has to be executed for each sample, and the reproducibility of actions and their results is limited. We have previously shown in [19] that the kinematic control of such robots can be effectively solved by novel, biological inspired learning schemes that do not rely on exhaustive exploration. However, also lower levels of control pose significant challenges on soft robots, yet being essential to exploit the robots' full potential for safe physical human-robot interaction. While the robot's soft material and actuation permit close spatial proximity between human and robot without posing a threat to the human, its material properties can not be productively utilized of the shelf. It is desirable to be able to freely move the robot to configure its posture [20] or teach in movements to be executed [21] . Typical application scenarios are small scale production lines in which expert programming of the robot is an essential cost factor. In such scenarios, naive users should be able to "program" how a robot executes a task by kinesthetically teaching it. The use of such active compliant control modes have already been shown in industrial contexts [22] , but the very control so far required fast and accurate force sensing as well as accurate models of the robot itself, both of which are typically unavailable on soft robots. In this paper, we argue that to leverage the full potential of soft-robotics for applications we need to resort to a hybrid approach to control, which combines elements from classical automatic control with learning approaches in order to realize novel functions and interactive control modes. While we demonstrate this proposal based on the BHA, we believe that the underlying principle is applicable to other robots as well. More specifically, we show in this paper that a classical approach to deal with long delays by superimposing a model of the inverse dynamics with a standard feedback control [23] is highly useful on the BHA, despite the fact that we have to substitute the inverse dynamics model in the feed-forward path by a learned inverse equilibrium model. This combination provides more efficient position control on the BHA, which otherwise suffers from long delays due to its low-pressure actuation in combination with its elastic mechanical hardware. Furthermore, we show that the same control scheme can be used to implement an actively controlled deformation mode that adds to the mechanical compliance and allows the BHA to follow externally applied forces to enable kinesthetic teaching. While such control modes usually require precise force sensing and full and precise models (both of which are unavailable on the BHA), it turns out that with the BHA's elastic mechanics, an interactive control mode can be achieved without such prerequisites. The paper is structured as follows: Sec. II describes the Bionic Handling Assistant. The proposed control scheme is introduced in Sec. III. Sec. IV presents the data-driven equilibrium model of the BHA including the description of the data-set, the learning algorithm used to estimate the equilibrium model, and the impact of the model on the control of the robot. Sec. VI exposes the proposed interaction method in a human-robot interaction scenario.
II. THE BIONIC HANDLING ASSISTANT (BHA)
The BHA [13] , [24] is a pneumatically actuated, awardwinning [25] robot platform manufactured by Festo and inspired by elephant-trunks. It belongs to a new class of soft and lightweight robots with pneumatic chambers, which allow for a safe physical interaction between robots and humans. The actuation principle with several segments of continuous and parallel components has gathered increasing interest in robotics research over the last decade. The actuators operate with low-pressure pneumatics, which is not sufficient for a reliable control of the robot: air pressure only describes a force. The structure of the BHA is separated into three segments (see Fig. 1 ). Each segment consists of three triangular arranged air chambers. Therefore the main flexibility of the BHA is based on 9 air chambers that extend their length in relation to the pressure in those chambers. A fourth end-effector segment is also available but was neglected for this work. An active depression of the pressure of the chambers is not possible, solely the tension of the extended body reforms the structure back to the home position. The robot has no fixed joint angles, each robot segment starts to bend in the case that the three chambers reach different lengths. Beside pressure sensors that are included in the air valves, the BHA is equipped with cable potentiometers that allow to measure the outer length of the air chambers providing geometric information about the robot shape. The segments of the BHA together with the attached cable length sensors are depicted in Fig. 1 . In the following, we consider the pneumatic actuators of each segment separately and ignore the influence from the other segments. This approximation is reasonable because the inter-segment interaction is neglectable in comparison to the intra-segment interaction due to robot's morphology and its light weight.
III. INVERSE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL FOR LENGTH CONTROL
A reliable and fast controller of the air chamber lengths is an indispensable prerequisite for the application of the BHA. The control can, in principle, be done with standard schemes like proportional integral derivative control (PID). The fundamental problem is that these approaches rely on quick and reliable feedback from the robot, while the BHA only provides very delayed and noisy feedback due to its pneumatic actuation and the visco-elastic mechanics. Consequently, the PID control can only be applied with low gains, which corresponds to slow movements. An inverse dynamics model f of the robot operating as feed-forward controller in addition to the low-gain feedback control could significantly decrease control delays. For the BHA, such an inverse model would map actuator lengths l and their derivativesl andl to pressures p in the actuators.
However, the downside of the biologically inspired design of the BHA is that hardly any analytic models are available. Traditional approaches such as inverse dynamics based control becomes intractable. This fact qualifies learning as an essential tool for modeling, but collecting a data set that fully represents the inverse dynamics of the BHA is difficult.
We therefore consider a simplified model in this paper, which is restricted to the mechanical equilibrium points l * of the robot's dynamics. Equilibrium points are achieved by applying a constant pressure p * until convergence of the lengths for a single segment. In such a state, neither lengths nor pressures of the pneumatic actuators change over time: p =l =l = 0. The formulation of the inverse dynamics in Eq. (1) thus simplifies to the following:
wherep denotes the inverse equilibrium model that represents the direct relation between length l * and pressures p * . The inverse equilibrium model provides a direct estimation of a reasonable control signal and can therefore serve as a feedforward control signal that is applied immediately without waiting for delayed feedback. A schematic illustration of this approach is shown in Fig. 2 . The image visualizes the BHA plant with its noisy and delayed feedback, the PID feedback controller, and the inverse equilibrium model. The BHA receives pressure commands, which are computed by a superposition of the low-gain PID controller and the feed-forward control signal from the inverse equilibrium model. The feed-forward controller computes pressures from desired length values by means of the inverse equilibrium model. PID control is based on the difference of the desired length values and the sensed length values. The PID controller thereby corrects the errors of the feed-forward controller in the feedback loop.
BHA -Plant
Learning the inverse equilibrium model from scratch is nevertheless difficult for several reasons: first, the underlying dynamics of the BHA result in a non-linear behavior which requires a model with appropriate complexity in order to capture the structure of the data to a sufficient degree. Second, data sampling is limited because the time until the physical deformations of the robot have reached a mechanical equilibrium can take up to 20 seconds for a single data point. Third, the resulting samples are very noisy due to physical hysteresis effects induced by the visco-elasticity of the robot's soft material. Finally, the material changes its properties due to the history of the manipulation. A predefined working area can change over time. Well-behaved extrapolation is thus a strong requirement on a learned inverse equilibrium model. Machine learning approaches which are trained on such data without additional efforts are prone to overfitting. To cope with these issues thus becomes an important requirement for the learner. We apply an approach that uses prior knowledge about the physical behavior of the BHA in order to derive a reasonable model of the length-to-pressures relation in a mechanical equilibrium in a data-driven manner [26] . Note, that any other algorithm that can handle these requirements is potentially applicable.
IV. LEARNING THE BHA'S INVERSE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL WITH PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
For learning of an inverse equilibrium model, we apply a machine learning approach that is able to incorporate prior knowledge about physical constraints of the BHA in order to reduce over-fitting from few and noisy data and achieve wellbehaved extrapolation. The following prior knowledge about the BHA is considered: (i) maximum and minimum pressure of the actuators are known in advance, and (ii) the groundtruth behavior per axis is strictly monotonous, because higher pressure in one actuator physically leads to an extension of this actuator. Further, the observation that the entire mapping from length sensor values to chamber pressures can be separated into three, independent problems is used. This means that one inverse equilibrium model per segment (see Fig. 1 ) is learned, which significantly reduces the demand for training data. This assumption neglects the gravity effects caused by a deflection of the remaining segments. However, these effects are rather small due to the robot's light weight and are corrected by the feedback controller. The applied learning scheme is called Constrained Extreme Learning Machine (CELM) and was first introduced in [26] . It is a feed-forward neural structure that comprises three layers of neurons. For the inverse equilibrium model of a single segment of the BHA, the CELM comprises l ∈ R
I=3
input, h ∈ R R hidden, andp ∈ R O=3 output neurons. The input is connected to the hidden layer by the input matrix W inp ∈ R R×I . The read-out matrix is given by W out ∈ R O×R . For input l, the output of neuron i is computed bŷ
where b j is the bias for neuron j, and f (x) = (1 + e −x ) −1 the logistic activation function. The components of the input matrix W inp and the biases b j are drawn from a random distribution and remain fixed after initialization. Let D = (L, P ) = (l k , p k ) with k = 1 . . . N tr be the data set for training, where N tr is the number of training samples. L ∈ R I×Ntr is the collection of lengths, and P ∈ R O×Ntr is the matrix of target pressures for all N tr samples. Supervised learning is restricted to the read-out weights W out and accomplished by solving a quadratic program which is subject to condition (i) and (ii) rephrased as linear constraints:
subject to:
R×Ntr is the matrix collecting the hiddenlayer states. The growth of the read-out weights is controlled by the regularization parameter α. Ω is a predefined region in the model's input space, and s, i = 1, 2, 3 denote the segment and the output and input dimension. The prior knowledge given by (i), (ii) defines inequalities on the learning parameters W out at specific points l ∈ Ω, which are sampled according to the approach in [26] . Note that these inequalities are linear in W out . It was shown in [26] that a well-chosen sampling of the points l is sufficient for generalization of the point-wise constraints to the continuous region Ω.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF LENGTH CONTROL
This section contains the results of a cross-validation test and the experimental evaluation of a linear model and the CELM model when applied in parallel to the PID feedback controller.
A. BHA Data Set
For training of inverse equilibrium models, a data set is recorded. It captures the relation between the geometric length of the air chambers for each segment and the corresponding pressures in a mechanical equilibrium. Pressures are measured in milli-bar and the segment lengths in meters. For each segment, the pressure space is explored by applying pressures between minimum and maximum value in five equidistant steps. This results in a pressure grid comprising 5 × 5 × 5 = 125 samples. For each pressure, the resulting combination of three lengths was recorded after a waiting phase of 20 seconds in order to reach the mechanical equilibrium. In order to deal with the inherent variation due to the visco-elastic material, this process is repeated five times with different traversal orderings, such that 625 samples per segment are available for learning. The minimum and maximum pressures, and the resulting length ranges are collected in TABLE I. The grid for the applied pressures of segment 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3 (first) . The corresponding length values recorded on the robot are shown in Fig. 3 (second) . The data are nonlinear, with huge gaps in the middle part of the target data, for which generalization is critical.
B. Cross-Validation and Generalization
The generalization performance of the learned models is evaluated on the BHA data set by cross-validation. Linear models (LM)p
trained by linear regression and the constrained ELM model (CELM) with additional use of prior knowledge are compared. An appropriate error measure for the learned inverse equilibrium models is the per-axis average-deviation from the measured ground truth value:
where N is the number of samples and D = 3 is the input and output dimensionality.
The results shown in TABLE II are obtained by crossvalidation over the five trials measured by the error function in Eq. (6) . For each fold, four trials are used for training and one trial is used for testing the generalization ability of the models. Afterwards, the errors are averaged over the five folds. We state mean and standard deviation over the different cross-validation folds in TABLE II. The mapping ability of the LM is too poor to capture the structure encoded in the BHA data -the training (tr) and test (te) errors are large and indicate under-fitting. The CELM, in contrast, performs significantly better and is able to capture the non-linearity of the mapping underlying the data.
C. Experiment-In-The-Loop
Experiments on the robot show the benefits of the learned inverse equilibrium model on the length control. For a quantitative comparison, we measure the time until convergence of the lengths to different target values. Convergence is achieved after the desired lengths are reached with a certain accuracy ε as illustrated in Fig. 4 : Given the target lengthsl and the measured lengths l, convergence is reached at timet if the error l i (t) − l i (t) for all actuators i is below the threshold ε for all time steps aftert until t end is reached. For the experiments in this section t end = 10 seconds was selected. Fig. 4 : Illustration of the convergence time measure. Convergence time is defined as the timespant whereupon the deviation of the measured lengths l i (t) of the chambers and the target lengthsl i (t) stays below the threshold ε until t end is reached.
The convergence time was measured for each tested model on five random postures and repeated for ten times. Fig. 5 shows the mean convergence time for all trials. It is demonstrated that the length control without a feed-forward control signal, i.e.p = 0, requires a much longer convergence time than a feed-forward control with the linear model or the CELM. Furthermore the figure shows that the CELM model benefits from its capabilities to model non-linear data distributions in comparison to the linear model. It allows a more accurate prediction and thus a faster convergence in 68.25% of all sample postures for all tube sizes and in 82.22% for a tube size of = 0.35cm.
VI. EQUILIBRIUM MODEL FOR AN ACTIVE
COMPLIANT CONTROL MODE In comparison to the implementation of a kinesthetic teaching mode on stiff robots [27] , a flexible robot structure allows the deformation of the actuator to a certain extend due to its softness. The detection of a deformation, e.g. caused by a human tutor, can be utilized to initiate a modification of the control variables such that the robot complies with the deformed configuration. The learned inverse equilibrium model of the robot can be used to detect deflections from the equilibrium by comparing the measured pressures of the chambers with the expected chamber pressures for the current lengths computed by the inverse equilibrium model. The control target lengths are then adopted such that the current configuration becomes the new equilibrium point of the robot. This morphology-driven external force detection principle reduces the required computational effort and control complexity in comparison to classical approaches based on a full inverse dynamics model and accurate force sensing. pneumatic chambers p and the predicted pressures according to the learned inverse equilibrium modelp is added to the previous control scheme shown in Fig. 2 . Whenever the error ||p −p|| is above a predefined threshold T , the set-point L des of the length control system is defined as the measured length sensor values L real . This leads to a redefinition of the set-point if the BHA is deflected from a mechanical equilibrium state. Such a deflection can be induced by a human interacting with the BHA and allows to deform the robot easily in an intuitive manner. A critical parameter for the functionality and the sensitivity of the external force detection is the threshold T . While smaller thresholds can result in drifts of the actuator due to inaccuracies of the inverse equilibrium model, larger thresholds limit the interaction quality due to a improper detection of external forces of the system.
A. Estimation of Threshold T
In order to obtain a reasonable threshold T , we recorded a data set of 25 postures and the respective prediction error values. Four postures of the data set and the corresponding errors are exemplary shown in Fig. 7 . The average error of the learned inverse equilibrium model is 44.4 mbar, while the standard deviation is 8.9 mbar. The maximum and minimum error amounts to 58.7 mbar and 29.1 mbar, respectively. This motivates a threshold of T = 60 mbar.
B. Active Posture Control in Human-Robot Interaction Fig. 8 shows a sequence of two manual reconfigurations of the BHA by a human tutor. The start configuration of the robot trunk is relaxed, the pneumatic actuators are deflated. After roughly eleven seconds, the human operator starts to push the robot to the right side which deflects the robot's length and pressure state from the mechanical equilibrium point. This instantly induces an increasing prediction error p −p of the learned modelp. When the error exceeds the threshold T , the set point of the desired length is reset to the current length sensor values. The length controller then adopts the pressures accordingly such that the current robot configuration becomes the new equilibrium point of the system. This tracking of the robot posture enables the user to easily change the posture of the robot trunk. After a short time span, the robot again reached a mechanical equilibrium such that the error falls below the threshold (after approx. 16 seconds). During this time, the arm stays fixed until a second manipulation phase is started by the user (after 45 seconds). The manipulations lasts for five seconds and ends after the desired end posture is reached. The BHA stays stably in this position. This shows that the proposed control scheme is able to provide a useful interactive control mode without the need of complex internal models of the actuator. This human-robot interaction mode offers new fields of application for soft robots in research and practical applications.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this contribution, we have shown how to enable human robot interaction by utilizing a classical control scheme in combination with a learned approximation of the inverse dynamics that only respects the equilibrium states. The hybrid control architecture significantly decreases control delays by adding the learned inverse equilibrium model in a feed-forward control path to a slow, low-gain feedback controller. While we used the Bionic Handling Assistant, the scheme could as well be applied on other soft robots, if three conditions are met: (i) the robot has mechanical elasticity; (ii) the mechanism is modular in the sense that it can be decomposed in several parts (here segments) that allows for a well posed learning of the inverse equilibrium model under neglection of the interactions with other parts; (iii) the actuation is back-drivable. We believe that this could also be the case for other soft robots, the crucial issue being the decomposition to make the learning feasible. Further, we believe that from the interplay of softness properties, control, and learning more may be discovered in future work. For instance by utilizing the recently very successful methods from reinforcement and explorative learning that use kinesthetic teaching for seeding a subsequent optimization towards higher level goals. The presented results are encouraging towards such applications. 
